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INDICED RADIOACTIVITY AND RELATED MEASUREKENTS IN 
A 3 GeV HIGH CURRENT PROTON SYNCHROTRON 

M. Awschalom, F. L. Larsen, W. Schimmerling 
Princeton-Pennsylvania Accelerator 

Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 

Some of the experience gained while working 
with and around the radioactivated components of 
high current 3 GeV proton synchrotron is briefly 
presented and discussed. The topics presented 
are : 1) air radioactivation in the syhchrotron 
room, 2) correlation between measured neutron 
fluxes through the synchro:ron magnets and rem- 
anent radioactivity, 3) transferrable radio- 
activity, 4) radiation expos-Jre to personnel, 
5) radioactivation of machine components and 
shielding. 

Air Radioactivation 

a 

We have previously reported on the existence 
of radioactive gases near our target sectionl. 
It was then established that the main components 
were 014, 65, X13, Cll. However, further infor- 
mation has been obtained. 

For the calculations that follow we have 
assumed that the atmospheric composition is 0.78 
N2, 0.21 02 and almost .Ol Ar, by volume. Thus, 
the Ar atomic-concentration is a factor of 50 
lower than either oxygen or nitrogen. We irradia- 
ted an Argon-sample one meter downstream from the 
meson target at 15O. Gamma ray analysis of the 

section of argon is presumably l.& higher for Ar 
than for 0. We will therefore, in the followirg, 
ignore the radioactive products from Ar. Further 
analysis of the Ar-spallation products is in 
progress. Thus, we studied the spallation pro- 
ducts from oxygen and nitrogen ,whose mostimport- 
ant prcd>acts in our case are Oi4, 015, N13, Cll. 
We used distilled water as an oxygen sample and 
NHbN9as a practical nitrogen sample. The atomic 
composition of atmospheric air is then 2.78 x 
rm4x03-1. 92 x E20. 

All the isotopes in question are positron- 
emitters. Tnerefcre, we decided to separate them 
by meas-lring the time-decay of the annihilation- 
peak. We used a 3" x 3" NaI(T1) well crystal 
and suitably fast and stable electronics. Fin- 
ally, the intensities of the different components 
were obtained by a least-squares analysis of the 
ml,ltidecay cove. 

In order to increase the accuracy of the un- 
folding of Yne multidecay curve, a good knowledge 
of the half-lives present is essential. There- 

fore, we undertook an accurate determination of 
the half-life of Cll. The result of this determ- 
ination is T 1/2= 20.39 t .04 min. for Cll. 

Table I shows the measured and calcula:ed 
saturation activities per cm3 of air at 70 cm 
and 70 degrees from the meson target, normalized 
to 1012 protons/see on a 3.8 cm Pt-target. The 
uncertainties are statistical only. A,, are 
average concentraticcs throughout the machine as 
explained below. 

Isotope Tl,2(Min.) A(nCi/cm3) Aa%bCi/cm3) 

o14 1.3 (.8+1.8)x10-~ 4 x XYH 

015 2.1 (1.20f.13)x10m4 6.5 x 1om7 
ml3 10.1 (.97~.02)~10-~ 5.3 x 10 -7 

Cl1 20.39 (l.04f.ol)xlo-4 5.7 x 10-7 

Let A(r,e) be the activity of an isotope per 
unit volume of atmospheric air, at (r,e), ir- 
radiated by secondaries from the above meson tar- 
get. The average activity X in any volume may 
be evaluated if a functional dependence of A is 
known. 

Samples of aluminzn and polyethlene were 
irradiated for about 20 days arolnd the meson 
target in order to estimate the 0 dependence of 
A(r,e). It can be seen from figure 1 that this 
f-Jnction may be approximated by: 

A(r,e) = b exp(-ae) 

Table II shows the results of a least- 
squares fitting of the data-points with a 
straight line. 

Reaction -1 a(rad ) 

Be7 from Cl2 1.92 

cl1 from Cl2 

Na22 from Al27 

Na24 from A127 

1.75 

1.54 

1.09 

Figure 2 shows the results of measurements 
of air flow in the synchrotron room. Neglecting 
turbulence, we assume the air in the synchrotron 
room to circulate with an average speed of 
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I 53 ft./min., reaching the target area again in - . T = 2 min., that all irradiation takes place with- 
in the sphere she.., that tie air on the average 
spends At = 10 set in this region and that the 
airflow is ccnfined by the colllr?ns and the outer 
wall. 
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Fig. 1. Distribution of induced radioactivity in 
Al and c samples aro:lnc a 38 mm Pt-target, as a 
function of angle. Angle measured with respect 
i.c -he direction of the incoming protons. 

Fig. 2. Air flow ir, t'ne synchrotron 1-001~. Air 
speeds ar'e ap:lroximately 40-60 ft/min. The 
air ?'low alongsidi? the magnets is inclined 50 
'-1 e g 1‘ . into trle plane of the figure. 

The concentrations near the target section 
after' the air has circulated N times around the 
na,:hine is then: 

A -x [L-exp(-;- at)] / [1-exp(-1 T)] 
Where i is the decay-constant. 

Let A(x) be the concentration in a location 
whose distance from the targe: is x along the 
direction of the airflow, and P the pathlength 
0 f a full revolution. 

A(x) = A exp (-X TX/~) 

The average concentration Aarr the outer ring 
is then 

A = p-lx 
s 

P 
av 

o A (x) d x-x At/T 

If then, we choose a =1.75 rad. -1 for all iso- 
topes and take into consideration the shadowing 
by the magnets, we get the results shown in 
Table I. 

These con entrations 
(WC) = *x10-~ 

should be compared to2 
bCi/cm3 for 40 hours occupational 

exposke for N13 and 015. If the iMPC)a for Cl1 
is comparable to that of Nl3 and 0 5, we may con- 
clude that, with a beam intensity of 1012 protons/ 
second on a 33mm Pt target, our concentration of 
radioactive gases is cot a personnel problem. 

Neutron Fluxes and Remanent Radic- 
activity of the Synchrotron 

The neutron flux through the top center of 
all synchrotron magnets has been monitored from 
the first day attempts were made to accelerate 
protons. For this purpose we have used neutron 
flux integrators of the type described by 
A. R. Smith3 whose calibration we have rechecked. 
O;lr present knowledge of the composition of the 
particle fluxes at those locations does not war- 
rant a more sophisticated method of integration. 
This neutron flux is expected to correlate well 
with the remanent radioactivity of the synchro- 
tron proper. On figure 3, the solid squares show 
the neutron flux for the period 12/7/66 to l/3/67. 

Fig. 3. Ccrrelation between ne.Itron flux and 
remanent radioactivity. Solid squares: neutron 
flux. Solid triangles: vacuum chamber front 
spacers, 34 hr cooling time. Open circles: 
magnet top centers, 3k hr cooling time. Open 
triangles: magnet :op centers, 52 da:: cooling 
time. 
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This distribution is essentially the same as that 
for the entire period from 4/15/63 to 1,/3/67 
except for a scale factor. The solid triangles 
show the exposure dose rate measured with an 
ionization chamber on ccntact witl- the outside 
cf the vacuum chatioer, after a thirty-four hour 
cooling period (one weekend). The open circles 
?hOW tte same type of measurements after the 
same cooling time but on top of the synchrotron 
magnets. The open triangles are those of a 
survey made a: the top center of the magnets 
after a lifty-two day cooling period. These 
curves show an excellent correlation with one 
another and with what one would expect from the 
use of a thick meson producing target (38 mm Ft) 
upstream from magnet number nine, see Fig. 4. 
The higher spatial resolution of the open circle 
and solid triangle data allows for the identi- 
fication of those structures which scrape the 
beam such as RF drift tubes, inflector, e;c. 
The use of neutron flux monitors as diagnostic 
tools in the early clays of operation democstra;ed 
the loss of protons "over the top" of the mag- 
ne;i,: field, when excessive numbers of protons 
strlick the inflector. Ionization chambers have 
b-en used for the same purpcse. 

Fig. 4. Floor plan 3f the synchrz-,ron and im- 
mediate facilities. 

FigL.re 5 shows the dose rate at different 
azimuthal and radial positions between the 
magnets and the shielding wall. In general, 
the dose rates fall cff as the distance from tie 
magnet increases. All data points were taken 
with air filled ionization chambers. The solid 
lines represent the average of two sets of points 
-,aken within fifteen minutes of each other. The 
curves have been normalized arbitrarily to im- 
prove legibility. The anomalous shape of tine 
curve for magnet seven is due to the fact that 
the ionizaticn chamber was able to "see" the 
neso:n target more and more as the distance from 
magnet seven increased. 

The magnet eleven location was further 
st-udied with two ionization chambers measuring 
simultaneously the dose rate ior approxiirately 

thirty tsro hours from abo.lt half an ho.lr after 
machine turn-off. These air filled ionization 
chambers were located at 30cm from the vacuum 
chamber and ljcm from the wall. Tney were some- 
what isolated from The rest of the synchrotron 
room by lead curtains sixty-fo:r mm thick. 
Fl~lre 5 shows that the dose rate from tht 3 
synchrotroc was tlree times Larger than that of 
the wall initially and that this ratio increased 
in :irre . 
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Fig. 5. Zxpos-ore dose rates between magnets & 
walls, on median plane. The data have been ar- 
bitrarily normalized to improve leqibilit;? and 
emphasize relative sJal1 cantriblltion. Soli 3 
lines: data gathered within one half holr 
of machine turn-35f. Dashed lines: similar 
survey thirty-fo-r hours later. 

The skyshine contribution was slightly less 
than 10s. Surveys made at other times shoTd that 
the wall is essentially a plane so~ce. The 
magnet, as a radiation source, is more difficult 
to describe. It majr be regarde? as a plane 
source ~111s a bump in the middle. Figure 5 shops 
negligible change in the dose rate verse dis- 
tance A-on 120 to 300 cm at the two times. This 
is in qualitative agreement with the source 
geometry. Since the dose rate from the wall is 
abcut one third that of the magnet, soon after 
machine turn-off, one could see that there might 
be some advantage in the addition of bo on tc the 
concrete of the walls to redi,ce the Na 25 
butionk. 

contri- 

Transferable Radioactivity 

Wipe tests of radioactive materials are 
regularly made to ascertain the presence of trans- 
ferable radioactivity. The results of these wipe 
tests have generally been negative. Tne only 
one exception has been the molybdenum aesquisul- 
fide power used as l-lbricant and corrosion pre- 
ventive. This powder was found to be quite rsdio- 
active and was replaced by litii:un grease. 
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Radiation Exposure to Personnel 

The excellently designed shield& around the 
acceierat3r has result& in freedorr from skyshine 
ani glol:rl?shine. Thus, doses to personnel working 
,ilct,;iJe the central room of the synchrotron are 
::sienrially backgrollnd excejit for XX':; few in- 
stance;;. Conseq-Jently, our only prcblem in per- 
ionneL t:xpos!lre control has bee:? gamma doses 
Z'ror-I The radioactivated synchrotron components. 

Fig :l'es pi and 8 show the c Lm.llative personnel 
:IOK di;tribl.zions plotted on lognormaL proba- 
bility ::aper.5 The results in fig.ire 7 are 
qllartcrly t;arnma exposues for all monitored per- 
;o?neL and ir. figure 8, exclusively <or personnel 
r-e-eiL?ini: ncn-zero dcses. The median values 
x(1/2, 4) have been iccicated for tl-e $-th 
ql~iar-zei., the most probable valLe being appr'zxi- 
nat,dly zeal, on all CI rves in fig .re 7. 

Fig. 6. Exposllre case rates nea- ;yr,chrotl,cr_ 
mag::et eleven and correspocding point on shield 
wall . &as-lrements made or. median plane with 
ai?, iiLL?C: ionization chambers r<hic?h were lc- 
cated at 15 cm from the wall an3 at 30 cm fr3m 
-he front sl:acer of tke vacI*IuT chamber. These 
ion charTher; were partly sc-r.eened from the room 

backgrolled with lead cutrains 64 mm thick. Note 
the change ir. scale in the ordinates. 

It should be noted that nicety-five percent 
of the perscnnel monitored received garrrma doses 
of less than 1 rom/q,;arter. In very few in- 
stances hav- neutron or beta doses been rezorde. 
in excess of 100 mrem. It may be argued that the 
low neutrcrl doses l,ecorded are dre to 
'?~',,ent linitations of the film badges, F 

he in- 
but 

even the silggested correc:icn factor of four for 
the recol-ded neutror doses srouLd keep %hese 
exoo31.TeA very low. 
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Fig. 7. Cumulative qllarterly gan;ma dose, zero 
doses ircluded, monitored by film badges in 1966. 
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Fig. a. C-mulative qllarterly non-zero gamma 
doses, monitored by film badges in 19G6. Pocket 
dosimeter results in the first quarter are shown 
for comparison. 

Radioactivation of Machine 
Cnmoonents and Shielding 

Ir-r'omation coccerning the radioactivaticn 
of machine components is essential for planning 
maintecance and repair within cocservative 
limitations on Lhe dose received by perscnnel. 
The components requiring most attention are tke 
synchrotron vacuum chambers, which are replaced 
and reconstmlcted on a regular basis at PPA. 

The decay of several such vacuum chambers 
has been followed for some time. The chambers 
are monitored at several positions with a 
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portable ionization chamber. Tke results of meas- No long lived activity has Seen found in the 
urements at two positions are plotted versus time water used to cool the magnets. This is mainly 
in figure 9 for vacuum chamber number 9-15. due to the efficiency of the ion exchange columns. 

Traces of Be7 were found in the oil used for cool- 
The vacuum chambers are made of an alloy con- ing at the RF stations. These, however, are of 

taining 70 percent Cu and 30 percent Ni. Reaction the order of lo-10 C 
products with comparable half-life are Fe59 (45 

i per cm3 and thus quite 
negligible. 

days) , CO~~ (77 days) and Co?8 (71 days). 

Very little activation of shielding materials 
has been found. The dose due to large shielding 1. 
blocks moved during shutdowns has been found to be 
less than 10 arad/hr @ 1 ft. except in very few 
instances. To measure the radioactivity of small- 
er shielding blocks (e.g. lead bricks) a hole is 
generally left when laying the bricks upon a skid 
and the exposure is measured inside and outside. 
Few radioactive bricks have been found. 
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